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Price: 130,000€  Ref: APA331

Townhouse

Alora

4

2

171m² Build Size

95m² Plot Size

We have the property you are seeking! Live the Dream in Sunny Spain, YOUR dream.    

This very stylish, professionally refurbished,4 bedroom and 2 bathroom , town house

enjoys an enviable location in one of the most prestigious streets in the centre of Álora

pueblo.   Built on a 95m2 urban plot the property extends to a total build size of 171m2.  

There are two separate units of accommodation, the main house and a “guest annexe”.  

The property really has “kerb appeal” hosting a very stylish and elegant facade.   At

street level the main house offers a bright, spacious living room / dining ro...(Ask for

More Details!)
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We have the property you are seeking! Live the Dream in Sunny Spain, YOUR dream.     This very stylish,

professionally refurbished,4 bedroom and 2 bathroom , town house enjoys an enviable location in one of the

most prestigious streets in the centre of Álora pueblo.   Built on a 95m2 urban plot the property extends to a

total build size of 171m2.   There are two separate units of accommodation, the main house and a “guest

annexe”.   The property really has “kerb appeal” hosting a very stylish and elegant facade.   At street level the

main house offers a bright, spacious living room / dining room, leading through to a new, quality built dining

kitchen which is fully equipped with oven, hob, integrated micro-wave, dish washer and featuring a very

attractive reproduction “Belfast style” sink.   There is also ample room for dining in the kitchen.   An attractive

staircase leads from the living room to the upper level of the main house which hosts a generous landing

/hallway, two bedrooms and a family bathroom.   The bedroom located to the front of the property, which

enjoys aircon/heating, hosts a Juliette Balcony providing an enviable position for viewing and participating in

the many processions and activities which are part of the culture of life in an Andalucian “pueblo blanco”.  

The bedroom located to the rear of the main house enjoys access out onto a private terrace.   From the

kitchen , one can directly access, the ample Andalucian patio which offers a private and secluded

entertaining area and access to the “guest annexe”.   This annexe provides accommodation over three

levels:-   The ground floor offers a bathroom and a room currently used as an artist’s studio /craft room. An

attractive staircase leads up to a large room currently used as a bedroom and a further staircase leads to the

4th bedroom.   The guest annexe currently gains access via the main house but, historically, it was accessed

from a parallel little street and, should it be preferred, a new owner could reestablish this access to provide

totally independent accommodation.   The current owner has not spared any expense in the refurbishment

and remodeling of this property, using quality materials throughout, including plumbing, electrics, tiling,

carpentry and installation of double glazed windows.   This property is truly in immaculate “walk-in” condition

and the flexibility offered by the distribution of the accommodation is such that it would be ideal for use as a

comfortable private home but could also offer the possibility of exploitation to provide holiday letting

accommodation.   Álora is a busy market town with a population of just under 13,000 inhabitants. It has lots of

amenities such as shops, restaurants, schools, sports facilities and a theatre.    Located 38kms from Malaga

city it is an easy half hour drive from Malaga International airport. There are always lots of cultural and

sporting events going on in Alora.   The slogan for the town is ALORA VIVE which means ” Alora Lives” and it

certainly lives up to that.    In May 2020 it was classified as being a “municipio turÍstico de Andalucia” which

signifies that it has been recognized as having touristic importance. This has been partly due to the success

of the redevelopment of the “Caminito del Rey” at nearby El Chorro. The “caminito” had been in a state of

disrepair for many years and closed to the public but the new project of restoration has provided a 6km walk

way hosting stunning views and it reopened in Spring 2015 and has resulted in an important influx of visitors

to this area.    In fact, the location of this property is such that it offers an excellent base for guests wishing to

visit any or all of the main cities of Andalucia. Seville, Cordoba and Granada are all within less than 2 hours

drive of the property making it an ideal tranquil base to return to following a day trip to any of those vibrant

major cities.   Enjoy the warmth of the country and of the people. Save money too, NOBODY Offers more

than we do, We GUARANTEE IT, call, write, text or email and then see it for yourself, you will never look

back. Need help with travel and accommodation?
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